Italy and Paris lead Mens’ Fashion Weeks with New York and London
falling far behind
Launchmetrics releases report entitled The State of Menswear: A Data Analysis of
Men’s Fashion Weeks, benchmarking the four main Fashion Weeks for SS19 through
an intensive online and social analysis of influencers and brands.
NEW YORK (January 8, 2019) - Launchmetrics, the leading marketing platform and analytics
solution for the Fashion, Luxury and Cosmetic (FLC) industries, releases today its report
entitled The State of Menswear 2019: A Data Analysis of Men’s Fashion Weeks.
Launchmetrics has analyzed over 150 menswear brands along with the top 30 womenswear
brands to dissect the current climate of this industry with a notable look at what brands are
leading the pack as well as the role media, influencers and a brand’s own social media
played in amplifying the buzz of these events. It also takes a deep dive into the popular
co-ed strategy - which may be the secret to future success - as well as case studies on
what made Louis Vuitton, Dior, and Valentino stand out.
“As a partner of the industry, it is our job to report back on trends and figures that we see in
order to share best practices with the global community,” explains Alison Bringé, Chief
Marketing Officer at Launchmetrics. “This report serves as wake up call on the challenges
each market and region is facing and by presenting data-driven analyses on the state of
menswear today, we hope to provide brands with a strategic roadmap on how to move
forward and adjust to the new digital landscape.”

According to our results, New York and London’s Men’s Fashion Weeks Media Impact Value
charted low numbers (€2.1M and $5.8M respectively) compared to Paris ($49.4M) and Italy
($57.8M). The key to Italy and Paris’ success is their lies in the long-standing history of these
events, which increases their power in Menswear. Milano Moda Uomo Fashion Week has
partnered with Florence’s Pitti Uomo trade fair to create a week-long event focused on

Italian Menswear which draws top international buyers, editors and fashion decision-makers
to the region. Paris, being strong independently and having great timing — leading right into
Paris Haute Couture — has been able to sustain a full week of shows which continues to
grow and add new names to the roster, such as JW Anderson - showing in Paris his
FW19/20 collection.

While there’s no one-size-fits-all approach to growing
Media Impact Value, a co-ed show is certainly a smart
business move in the current fashion climate. The data
proves that presenting co-ed shows works best and
doing so during the womenswear collections is the right
choice. When cross-comparing the MIV garnered from
co-ed shows held during Women’s Fashion weeks and
stand-alone Men’s shows, only two brands broke into the
top 10 ranking with their independent shows: Louis
Vuitton (5th) and Dior (9th), both debuting new designers
and therefore had highly anticipated collections.

Last but not least, the report demonstrates that the share
of voice behind women’s weeks’ impact is quite similar to
that of men’s. However, it is interesting to observe the
predominance of male opinion leaders who are either
Mid-Tier or Micro-Influencers, compared to the celebrities and Mega-Influencers we see at
women’s weeks.
To read more about the State of Menswear and see what brands and influencers are in the
top rankings, download the full report here.
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About Launchmetrics
Launchmetrics is a Marketing Platform and Analytics Solution to help Fashion, Luxury and Cosmetics
professionals discover, activate and measure the voices that matter for their brands. It is the most
essential and trusted platform in the industry, yielding an unrivalled market penetration to the top
seventy fashion and luxury brands worldwide including Dior, Fendi, NET-A-PORTER, Topshop and
more.
Founded in NYC with operating headquarters in Paris, and offices in London, Milan, Los Angeles,
Tokyo, Madrid, and Girona (Spain) and support in five languages; the company works with over 1,000
brands as well as partners like IMG, the Council of Fashion Designers of America, the British Fashion
Council, Pitti Immagine, and Google, to accelerate their business and build lasting exposure. The
company’s industry communities GPS Radar & Style Coalition bring together over 50,000 influencers,
editors, buyers and more to share content, events, news, images and more.
To learn more about Launchmetrics, please visit launchmetrics.com

Definition of MIV™
Launchmetrics’ proprietary audience-driven Media Impact Value™ (MIV™) algorithm measures the
impact of relevant media placements on all channels (online, social, print), inclusive of paid, owned,
earned mediums in order to derive a quantitative number for performance outcomes.
The algorithm has been finely tuned to specificities of the Fashion, Luxury and Cosmetics (FLC)
industries, relying on historical data to create a more accurate way of measurement. It also takes into
account both media and content quality to provide a higher value for content posted by more
influential voices or content that includes powerful images or videos.

